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Abstract— We have proposed in this research the design of a 

new protocol named VMSI coherence protocol in the cache in 

order to solve the problem of coherence which is the 

incompatibility of data between caches that appeared in recent 

multiprocessors system through the operations of reading and 

writing. The main purpose of this protocol is to increase 

processor efficiency by reducing traffic between processor and 

memory that have been achieved through the removal of the 

write back to the main memory in the case of reading or writing 

of shared caches because it depends on existing directory inside 

that cache which contains all the data that represents a subset of 

main memory. 

Index Terms— Cache coherence problem, snooping protocol, 

Directory-Based cache Protocols, VMSI, Cache Simulator, 

Shared memory, Multi processor, Dev. C++. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

hared memory is the hardware part that supported by 

many modern computer systems and multi core chips. 

Each of the processor cores in a shared memory system may 

read and write a single address space [1]. But in designing 

shared system, one of the most important problems appears 

which is called coherence problem. The coherence problem 

results when the caches are laid in recent computers between 

processor and main memory to solve the contention problem 

as trying to access a shared memory at the same time which 

then causes performance degradation[2]. 

Consistency and validation of the data value are maintained in 

the caches of a multi core processor such that reading a 

memory location through any caches will return the most 

recent data written to that location via any caches through 

cache coherence protocol that are classified to snoopy 

protocols or directory based protocols. Coherence is typically 

implemented within these protocols, but both methods have a 

drawback: Snooping protocols are not scalable because of the 

shared bus, while directory protocols incur directory storage 

overhead, frequent indirections, and are more prone to design 

bugs [3].   
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II. THE REQUIREMENTS OF MEMORY HIERARCHY 

DESIGNE 

The basic idea to overcome the problem of increasing the 

gap between a fast CPU and a slow RAM is in using a 

hierarchy of memories: each level speedier, more expensive 

and smaller, the closer it is to CPU, to feed the CPU with the 

required data. The following steps are needed in designing a 

hierarchy of memory [4, 5]:-   

A. CACHE  ASSOCITIVITY 

Where Can a Block Be Placed in a Cache?, Just as 

bookshelves come in different shapes and sizes, caches can 

also take on a variety of forms and capacities. But no matter 

how large or small they are, caches fall into one of three 

categories: direct mapped, n-way set associative, and fully 

associative. 

Direct mapped:  A cache block can only go in one location 

in the cache. It makes a cache block very easy to find, but it's 

not very flexible about where to put the blocks. The mapping 

equals to (Block address) MOD (Number of blocks in cache), 

two types of association: the cache is a fully associative is if a 

block can be placed anywhere in the cache. The cache is set 

associative if a block can be placed in a restricted set of places 

in the cache.  

A set is a collection of blocks in the cache. A block is first 

mapped onto a set, and then the block can be placed anywhere 

within that set. The set is usually chosen by bit selection = 

(Block address) MOD (Number of sets in cache) 

If there are n blocks in a set, the placement of the cache is 

called n-way set associative. 

Each of these methods depends on the facts: 

2^nMemory locations are grouped into blocks where n is the 

number of bits used to identify a word within a block and are 

found at the least significant end of the physical address. The 

cache is organized into: 

1. Index: specifies the cache index (which “row” of the 

cache we should look in) 

2. Offset: specifies which byte within the block we want. 

3. Tag: the remaining bits after offset and index are 

determined; these are used to distinguish between all the 

memory addresses that map to the same location 

4. Block  Address: Tag + Index 

Figure 1 illustrates how mapping is done depending on tag, 

index and offset that will be gained from a binary 
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representation of a memory address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. REPLACING POLOCIES [6] 

Once the cache has been filled, when a new block is 

brought into the cache, one of the existing blocks must be 

replaced. The replacing policy depends upon the type of 

cache.  

For direct mapping there is only one possible line for any 

particular block, and no need for replacement algorithm. 

For fully associative and set-associative caches a 

replacement algorithm is needed because the block may go in 

several positions (at different indexes), and, as a result, there 

are different possibilities to choose a block that will be 

replaced. The most used policies for replacement are: 

a) Random: this technique is very simple; one block is 

selected at random and replaced. 

b)  LRU (Least Recently Used): in this approach accesses to 

the cache are recorded; the block that will be replaced is the 

one that has been             unused (un accessed) for the longest 

period of time.  

c) Least Frequently Used - replace block which has had 

fewest hits 

d) FIFO (First In First Out): Replace that block in the set 

that has been in the cache longest. 

 FIFO is easily implemented as a round-robin or circular 

buffer technique. 

 

C. WRITE POLICIES5 

The coherence is maintained among all the caches and 

global memory through four groups that are [2]: 

Write-update and write-through; 

Write-update and write-back; 

Write-invalidate and write-through; and 

Write-invalidate and write-back. 

Caching data which is only to be read is easy, since the 

copy in the cache and memory will be equivalent. Writing in 

cache is more difficult because the copy in the cache and 

memory must be kept consistent. How ? There are two main 

strategies. 

Write through: ensuring that main memory is always valid 

by do the following: all write operations are made to main 

memory as well as to the cache, . 

Write back: A cache memory write isn't directly written into 

main memory unless another cache needs that cache line. The 

most common write-back protocol is MESI, and will be 

discussed next [7]. 

The Difference between Write Update and Write invalidate 

is that when one processor issues write operation Invalidate 

protocol modifies the copy of cache and invalidates all other 

copies of that data block. In case of update protocol it will not 

only write on that processor’s cache which is trying to update 

but also will forward this change to other existing copies[6]. 

III. CLASSES OF CACHE COHERENCE PROTOCOL 

Two cache coherence protocols hardware based are used, 

snoopy protocols and directory based protocols [3, 8]. 

a) The technique of bus snooping relies on the property that 

on such systems all memory accesses are performed via the 

central bus, i.e., the bus is used as broadcast medium. Thus, all 

memory accesses can be observed by the cache controllers of 

all processors. When the cache controller observes a write into 

a memory location that is currently held in the local cache, it 

updates the value in the cache by copying the new value from 

the bus into the cache. Thus, the local caches always contain 

the most recently written values of memory locations [9].  

b)  Directory Based Protocols Here the locations of all 

cached copies of every block of shared data must be taken into 

account and store those copies carefully in these cache 

locations, and those locations can be centralized or distributed 

and are called a directories. There is a directory entry that 

contains a number of pointers for each block of data. This 

number is to mention the locations of block copies [10]. 

IV. MESI WRITE-BACK INVALIDATION PROTOCOL   

MESI (Modified-Exclusive-Shared-Invalid) stands for the 

state of each cache line at any time. It is based upon the data 

ownership model, where only one cache can have dirty 

(modify) data. When data is written, the cache of modifying 

line informs other caches of the fact; the data is not 

transmitted by itself. A cache line in each cache can be in one 

of the following states as in figure (2): [7,11, 12, 13, 14, 15]:- 

Modified: one processor (owner) has data, but it is dirty; 

must respond to any read/write request 

Exclusive: one processor has data and it is clean; no need to 

inform others about further changes 

Shared: cached in more than one processor and memory is 

up-to-date 

Invalid: The block has been invalidated (possibly on the 

request of someone else).” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Cache Example with 1,024 blocks of 4 bytes 

each, And 32-bit memory addresses 
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V.  METHODOLOGY, PREPROCESSING STEPS 

In order to implement the proposed protocol there are 

several steps that must be completed which are:  

Initially the following parameters must be determined 

before using the proposed protocol:- 

size of a main memory, cache memory capacity, cache line 

size, associativity,  replacement policy, number of words per 

memory access, number of cache levels, number of processors 

in level1, location of a directory. After definition of these 

parameters, the address of a main memory is converted to a 

binary number by using conversion function, then other 

function is used to gain tag, index and offset from a binary 

addresses to be use in a simulation of caches generally. All 

these steps are illustrated in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. SIMULATION PROCESS 

After preprocessing steps, a check functions are called to get 

the location of an input address and the processor  job and the 

processor type and then  tag, index and offset  are obtained for 

used in simulation each address of a specific input program 

which has been clarified by Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig.2: MESI cache coherence protocol 

state diagram [16] 

 

Start

1
Determine parameters such as the size of a main memory, i.e. ,      

from 0 up to 127,  cache capacity, …… etc

2Use function for convert decimal addresses to binary address

3 Use function to calculate tag & index& offset From binary number

4

                         Simulate caches as a subset of a main memory to two level depending                                

         on index and tag and offset of all addresses probability using a direct mapped method                

All levels of caches lie in a temporary position before beginning execution of a sample program

5
Simulate 4 caches in level1 that contain 4 tag (2-bit), 8 index (3-bit), 4 offset (2-bit)

From 7-bit of main memory address (128 byte)

*

7

Construct directory in cache Level2 without tag that contain 

32 index (5-bit), 4 offset (2-bit) which will be shared among all 

caches in L1 This directory used as a tracker of

Shared caches and  contains 

 
Fig. 3: preprocessing of the proposed protocol 

 
Fig. 3: preprocessing of the proposed protocol 

 

9
Use a function to calculate tag & index & offset from a binary 

number to be used in a simulation process of the caches

*

If there exists Addresses

 that Have Same

 index of different tag

yes

1
2

Evict existance address to the main memory  

 

No

1
1

Construct a cache line in level1 cache according to incoming address

Using a direct mapped function if that line is not found in all of the  caches

Continue addresses

1
4

Update data and state of directory

Yes

1
6

Calculate final hit ratio & miss ratio

Hit all = Hit in Level1 + Hit in Level2

Hit ratio=(total hit/total address) * 100

Miss ratio = 100 – hit ratio

End

NO

9

Use a function for checking processor job (read or write) & 

Processor type (p1 or p2 or p3 or p4) 

& processor addresses of incoming instruction

9Use a function for converting a decimal address to binary address

1
4

Check state of incoming address according to proposed protocol

9
 check a sample program starting from The first 

serial no of a program continue until The last serial number

 
 

Fig. 4: Simulation process using a direct mapped method 
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VII. VMSI CACHE COHERENCE PROTOCOL 

1) VMSI levels: The proposed project deals with a multi core 

processor that has two cache levels: 

-The first level is private Level1 and supposes this level has 

four cores. 

-The second Level is shared global Level2 cache that contain a 

directory as a central share point to the four core in cache 

Level1 

2) Cache Organization using a Direct Mapped method 

At the beginning work in this research, the four caches in level 

1 and the cache in level 2 are simulated by using a direct 

mapped method take advantage of spatial locality as follow:- 

Suppose memory address = 128[7-bit to represent main 

memory address].  

The cache in level1,   2-bit to represent tag [tag = 4], 3-bit to 

represent index [cache = 8 block], 2-bit to represent offset 

[block = 4 byte],  The shared cache in level2  5-bit to represent 

index [cache = 32 block], 2-bit to represent offset [block = 4 

byte]. The shared cache in level2 has not a tag and all the 

addresses of a main memory are subset to that cache in order 

to reduce write back that present in MESI cache coherence 

protocol. 

VMSI state: In this protocol each cache line has one of the 

four states as follow: Valid       (Read at any time/Write at first 

time that occur exclusively). The cache line is present only in 

the current cache and appears at the first time of writhing, 

when the writing repeated locally it goes to the modified   

state.  The cache line writes to the directory inside cache level 

2 and writes through to the main memory only in the case of 

replacement between different tags of the same index at level1 

cache to prevent losing address.  Also the read request enters 

this state and become exclusively that will be isolated from 

modified state.  

Modified (Write only – previously write that occur 

exclusively). It is similar to modified state in MESI protocol 

but the different that the Processor Read - Read request from 

processor does not occur in this state. When the processor 

request read the state translate to the valid state. Also when 

invalidate this state or shared this state in case of a remote 

write or remote read, there is not needed to a write back to the 

main memory. 

Shared marks that this cache line may be stored in other 

caches and is clean; it matches the directory in cache level2. 

The line may be changed to the Invalid state at any time. 

Invalid marks that this cache line is not valid (unused),  i.e. no 

processor has it. 

3) VMSI Transition State Diagram 

This protocol as shown in figure 5 has been use bus snooping 

protocol that appear when each state translate to other state, 

the abbreviation symbols of these buses are written as follow: 

Bus transaction: 

Invalidate = Broadcast Invalidate, Events: 

RH    = Read Hit, RMS = Read Miss, Shared , RME = Read 

Miss, Exclusive, WH   = Write Hit, WM   = Write Miss, 

WME = Write Miss, Exclusive, SHR = Snoop Hit on Read, 

SHI = Snoop Hit on Invalidate. In VMSI protocol we put the 

shared directory of the type full map in the cache level2 which 

represent as dependent central point to caches at level 1 and 

also put a simple directory in the memory that will be used 

only in the case of eviction tag from cache level1 in order to 

be as a tracker for eviction tag and prevent data of these tag to 

become lost. 

VIII. THE EXPERIMENT RESULT USING DEV C++ 

LANGUAG 

A. BINARY REPRESENTATION 

Binary representation is one of a necessary preprocessing 

step that it is used to gain tag and index and offset of each 

decimal input address so as to facilitate the work of a 

mapping. Table (1), list 32 decimal addresses are entered in 

order to simulate caches at level1 and level2.. 

B. Cache simulation 

The caches are simulated by using a direct mapped method 

to an input addresses that listed in   Table (1) , and shown 

through Tables (2–4). From table (2) that shown the 

simulation of cache at level1: The hit and miss ratios at level1 

of caches that are calculated on the previous set of addresses 

entered are as follow:- 

Total Hit in cache level1=15   Total Address=32 

Hit Ratio of cache level1 (total Hit/total Address) * 100 = 

46.875%. Table (3) contain the eviction of a cache line that 

occur at simulation of cache in level1. From table (4)that 

shown the simulation of cache at level2: The hit and miss 

ratios at shared cache in level2 that are calculated on the 

previous set of addresses entered are as follow:- 

Total Hit in cache level2 =20   Total Address=32, Hit Ratio 

of cache level2 (total Hit/total Address) * 100 = 62.5% 

In simulation cache at level2 there is no need to for eviction 

line of the cache. 

We noted from previous results that whenever we increase 

the size of cache memory, it is more likely the presence of 

addresses and thus increasing the value of hit ratio. 
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Fig. 5: VMSI cache coherence protocol state diagram. 
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TABLE 1 

 Binary representation within tag and index and offset of an input 

addresses. 

 
The representation of an 

input addresses 

 

cache at level1 

 

Shared cache at 

level2 

 
Seq 

Deci
mal  

Num

ber 

 
Binary 

number 

 
Tag 

 
In

de

x 

 
Of

fs

et 

 
Ta

g 

 
In

de

x 

 
Offse

t 

0 44 0101100 1 3 0 0 11 0 

1 0 0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0000001 0 0 1 0 0 1 

3 4 0000100 0 1 0 0 1 0 

4 5 0000101 0 1 1 0 1 1 

5 8 0001000 0 2 0 0 2 0 

6 22 0010110 0 5 2 0 5 2 

7 12 0001100 0 3 0 0 3 0 

8 2 0000010 0 0 2 0 0 2 

9 16 0010000 0 4 0 0 4 0 

10 39 010011
1 

1 1 3 0 9 3 

11 18 001001

0 

0 4 2 0 4 2 

12 20 0010100 0 5 0 0 5 0 

13 23 0010111 0 5 3 0 5 3 

14 33 01000

01 

1 0 1 0 8 1 

15 25 001100
1 

0 6 1 0 6 1 

16 26 001101

0 

0 6 2 0 6 2 

17 27 001101
1 

0 6 3 0 6 3 

18 30 001111

0 

0 7 2 0 7 2 

19 31 001111
1 

0 7 3 0 7 3 

20 0 000000

0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

21 1 000000
1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 

22 2 000001

0 

0 0 2 0 0 2 

23 45 010110
1 

1 3 1 0 11 1 

24 4 000010

0 

0 1 0 0 1 0 

25 5 000010
1 

0 1 1 0 1 1 

26 43 010101

1 

1 2 3 0 10 3 

27 7 000011
1 

0 1 3 0 1 3 

28 8 000100

0 

0 2 0 0 2 0 

29 9 000100
1 

0 2 1 0 2 1 

30 33 010000

1 

1 0 1 0 8 1 

31 11 000101
1 

0 2 3 0 2 3 

 

TABLE 2 
Cache Simulation at level1 using direct mapping method 

of an input addresses that listed in table (A.1) 

 

Simulation of caches in level1 

 

index 

Offset 

0 1 2 3 

0 32 33 34 35 

1 4 5 6 7 

2 8 9 10 11 

3 44 45 46 47 

4 16 17 18 19 

5 20 21 22 23 

6 24 25 26 27 

7 28 29 30 31 

 

TABLE 3 

The eviction of a cache lines from level1 cache 

The evicted cache lines from level1 

 

inde

x 

Offset 

0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 36 3

7 

3

8 

39 

2 40 4
1 

4
2 

43 

3 12 1

3 

1

4 

15 

 

TABLE 4 

Cache Simulation at level2 using direct mapping method of 
an input addresses that listed in table 1. 

Simulation of shared caches in 

level2 

 

index 

Offset 

0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 4 5 6 7 

2 8 9 10 11 

3 12 13 14 15 

4 16 17 18 19 

5 20 21 22 23 

6 24 25 26 27 

7 28 29 30 31 

8 32 33 34 35 

9 36 37 38 39 

10 40 41 42 43 

11 44 45 46 47 
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TABLE 5 

 
 The results of the implementation of the proposed protocol on the sample program 

 

 
Processor 

Job 

 

Mi

ss 

 

Hi

t 

 

Line value 

Cache 

State 

Cache 

Line 

Program instructions  

Seq 

write miss 1 0 0    0    0    10 I  II  V 0  1  2  3 P1 writes 10 to B1 1 

read miss 1 0 0    0    0    10 I  II  S 0  1  2  3 P2 reads B1 2 

write hit 2 1 0    0    0    20 I  II  M 0  1  2  3 P2 writes 20 to B1 3 

write miss 3 1 0    40    0    0 I  V  I  I 44  45  46  47 P2 writes 40 to B2 4 

read miss 4 1 0    0    0    20 I  II  S 0  1  2  3 P1 reads B1 5 

write hit 4 2 0    0    0    30 I  II  M 0  1  2  3 P1 writes 30 to B1 6 

write miss 5 2 0    0    0    77 I  II  V 0  1  2  3 P3 writes 77 to B1 7 

write miss 6 2 0    0    0    50 I  II  V 0  1  2  3 P2 writes 50 to B1 8 

read miss 7 2 0    0    0    50 I  II  S 0  1  2  3 P1 reads B1 9 

read hit 7 3 0    40    0    0 I  V  I  I 44  45  46  47 P2 reads B2 10 

read miss 8 3 0    40    0    0 I  S  I  I 44  45  46  47 P3 reads B2 11 

write miss 9 3 0    70    0    0 I  V  I  I 44  45  46  47 P1 writes 70 to B2 12 

write miss 10 3 0    0    0    88 I  II  V 0  1  2  3 P3 writes 88 to B1 13 

read miss 11 3 0    0    0    88 I  II  S 0  1  2  3 P2 reads B1 14 

read miss 12 3 0    0    0    88 I  II  S 0  1  2  3 P4 reads B1 15 

write miss 13 3 0    93    0    0 I  V  I  I 44  45  46  47 P4 writes 93 to B2 16 

read miss 14 3 0    93    0    0 I  S  I  I 44  45  46  47 P3 reads B2 17 

read miss 15 3 0    93    0    0 I  S  I  I 44  45  46  47 P2 reads B2 18 

read miss 16 3 0    93    0    0 I  S  I  I 44  45  46  47 P1 reads B2 19 

write hit 16 4 0    11    0    0 I  M  I  I 44  45  46  47 P4 writes 11 to B2 20 
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C. VMSI cache coherence protocol on a sample of a program 

From Table (1), addresses are converted to binary addresses 

by using binary conversion function and then hit and miss 

ratio is calculated on them. But now it will be use VMSI cache 

coherence Protocol that applies on a sample program example. 

The sample program and results of a proposed protocol on this 

example are listed in Table (5). In this table we suppose that 

the address of B1=3 and the address of B2=45 and initially all 

states of these addresses are Invalid and the initial value of 

these addresses in main memory are zero. The names of sharer 

cores from table(5) are: 

At steps 2,5,9 the sharers are: P1 & P2and at steps 11,14 the 

sharers are: P2 & P3, At step 15,18 the sharers are: P2& P3 & 

P4and at step 17 the sharers are: P3 & P4 

At step19 the sharers are: P1 & P2 & P3 & P4  

The cache performance from table (5) is calculated by 

evaluated: 

Hit = 4, miss = 16Hit ratio = (Hit / total address) * 100 = (4 

/ 20) * 100 = 20 

Miss ratio = 100 – hit ratio = 100 – 20 = 80. 

D.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The main difference between MESI and a proposed 

protocol is that the VMSI method enters main memory in only 

one case; in the case when cache block replaced with other 

block of different tag that will be lie in the same cache line in 

order to maintain the data from losing. As a result the 

efficiency is increased by reducing a gap between a fast CPU 

and a slow main memory. 

in MESI cache coherence Protocols the directory that keep 

track of shared data is located in main memory but in a 

proposed protocol two directory : one in cache level2 that will 

be act as the directory in memory of MESI protocol and other 

in memory of only an eviction action.    

The data is saved in the directory of cache level 2 instead of 

main memory in the case of write through and write back. So 

the disadvantage of a write through and a write back have 

been reduced, the main disadvantages of write through -every 

write needs a main memory access as a result increasing 

memory bandwidth, and the disadvantages of write back - 

main memory isn't always proportionate with cache and reads 

that result in replacement may lead writes of dirty blocks to 

main memory. Only the write request enter modified state in a 

proposed protocol that the addresses is found, when the write 

request at a first time then it enters V state, also a read request 

enter V state also.  

In comparisons between MESI & VMSI cache coherence 

protocol using a previous sample program in table3 is that by 

applying MESI cache coherence protocol, the number of a  

write back that will be occur is eight. Whereas when VMSI 

method was used only directory in shared cache is reached and 

the main memory has not been accessed. The advantage is to 

reduce access to the main memory, thereby increasing the 

efficiency of the processor. 

 

 

IX  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we propose a new protocol called VMSI that it 

is used to achieve cache coherency. The cache coherence 

protocol is one of the major factors influencing the 

performance of multi-core computer systems. The coherence 

protocol must be selected based on the chip architecture and 

the performance that the system wants to achieve. VMSI 

protocol is an extension for MESI protocol, which minimizes 

a write back to main memory by placing a write state that 

initially write in a valid state. 

In future work we tried to increase the level of caches such 

that we are using three levels instead of two. Also we increase 

the number of caches in level1 and increase associativity and 

also we try to modify one of the states. 
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